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INTRODUCTION 
The variety of complete quadrics X has a significance in enumerative 
geometry [ 1, 7-101 and a general class of varieties including the previous 
one has been extensively studied in [4, 51. 
In this paper we describe a basis of cycles for the homology of X, follow- 
ing the procedure used in the case of Schubert varieties. Using results from 
the theory of A. Bialynicki-Birula [2], X can be given a paving by afline 
spaces and to any such affine cell is associated in a canonical way a fun- 
damental class. Such classes form an integral basis for the homology of X. 
Our plan is to describe the centers of the cells involved, i.e., of the fixed 
points with respect to a maximal torus, and compute the dimension of the 
cells, i.e., the Poincart polynomial of X. In principle an alternative way to 
obtain this Poincare polynomial is given by the construction of X as a 
sequence of blow-ups starting from a projective space described in [9, lo]. 
In order to understand clearly what can be used from the general theory 
to study the cellular decomposition of X which can be constructed, we give 
in Section 1, as preliminaries, a brief recall from [4]. together with one of 
the main theorems in [2], precisely the one that is going to be our main 
tool. In the same section we interpret the recalled facts for the variety of 
complete quadrics. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect in the language of algebraic groups some facts 
from [4] and then we explain how these results can be interpreted in the 
case of complete quadrics. 
Let G be a semisimple simply connected algebraic group over the com- 
plex numbers, (T: G + G be an automorphism of order 2, H = G” the sub- 
group of G of the elements fixed under 6, and N its normalizer. 
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The homogeneous space G/N is by definition a symmetric variety. A 
torus T is called “anisotropic” if a(t) = t ’ Vt E T. 
One can show that the dimension of a maximal anisotropic torus, call it 
T,, is an invariant of the symmetric space, called the rank of G/N, which 
we shall denote by 1. 
In [4] it is proved that 
THEOREM 1.1. Given G and H above, there exists a canonical embedding 
sf GIN, X, bclith the joNo\~ing properties: 
(a) X is smooth, projective; 
(b) X- G/H is a union IJ= , Si @‘smooth S, \4,ith transversal intersec- 
tion; 
(c) each orbit closure is cf the ,fbrnl S, = n,, , S,, I E { l,..., I), and 
nf_ , S, is the unique closed orbit in X. 
In purticular # orbits = 2’. 
Such variety X can be given a simple definition following M. Demazure 
[6] in the following way. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let g = Lie G, h = lie H. Consider H as a point of a 
Grassmann variety Gr,(g), r = dim H. 
G acts on Gr,(g) and one can define X = G. h. 
In this setting the variety of complete quadrics is the variety X that one 
obtains in the special case in which G = SL(n + 1) and g is defined by 
a(A)=“4 ~’ (t denoting transposition). 
Notice that in this situation N is the normalizer of SO(n + 1) and the 
open orbit G/N parametrizes the set of quadrics in IF’. 
We shall now list some of the properties of X in this special case referring 
to [4] for the analogous general statements. 
Let T be the maximal torus of diagonal matrices, B 3 T the Bore1 sub- 
group of upper triangular matrices, N( T)/T = W= S,?+ , the Weyl group. 
Moreover let t = Lie T, R c t* be the root system, ( , ) a W-invariant scalar 
product, and d = [y, ...11 (,,) be the set of simple roots with respect to B, 
while n is the weight lattice. Denote by 3 = G/B the variety of complete 
flags in P” and recall that Pit(S) 2 I!. 
Notice that T is obviously anisotropic, so in this case I= n, hence 
X-G/H=U:‘_, S,. 
One has: 
THEOREM 1.3. ( I ) The unique closed orbit in A’ is isomorphic to .S. 
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(2) The homomorphism i*: Pit(X) + Pit(F) induced by inclusion is 
injectiue and i*(Pic(X)) = 2A, so we can identify Pit(X) with 2A. 
(3) Under the above identification, the set {O(S,),..., O(S,)} is iden- 
tified with the set of the doubles of the simple roots. 
Part (3) in the above theorem gives a natural l-1 correspondence 
between the set of divisors {S, . ..S.} and A = {y, . ..y.,). 
We are now ready to describe the orbits in X. 
If 0 is such an orbit, set 8= S;, n . . . A S,,. 
If we consider the corresponding subset Zc A of simple roots, we can 
associate to it a parabolic subgroup P. This gives a natural l-l correspon- 
dence between the set of orbits and the set of subsets of A. Let L, be the 
Levi factor of P and let L be the semisimple part of L,. We have that L is a 
product of SL(m)‘s and (T induces an order two automorphism 5 on L 
which on each SL(m) factor acts as usual by sending a matrix to the 
inverse of its transpose. Let N, be the normalizer in L of the subgroup of L 
fixed by 6. 
The result is that one obtains a commutative diagram of G-equivariant 
fibrations 
0 x GIP 
where the fiber of n is L/N, and that of 71 is the canonical embedding of 
-UN,. 
We point out that this description of the variety of complete quadrics 
agrees with the one classically given in [9, lo]. Thus if we start with the 
space IF ln+l)(n+2) 1 of quadrics in IFD”, X can be obtained from such a 
space by blowing up successively the quadrics of rank 1, the proper trans- 
form of the quadrics of rank 2, the proper transform of those of rank 3, and 
so on. 
As a final preliminary to our result, we recall from [4] that a paving by 
cells of X can be described, using the theory of A. Bialynicki-Birula, 
precisely the following main theorem: 
THEOREM 1.4. Zf X is a smooth projective variety with an action of a torus 
T and tf X has only a finite number of fixed points {x, ,..., x,,) under T, one 
can construct a decomposition X = U C,, where each C, is an affine cell (an 
affine space) centered in xi. 
Moreover, from [3], it can be deduced that the variety X is obtained as 
a sequence of attachments of the C.,‘s and so the integral homology has for 
basis the fundamental classes of the closures of the C,‘s. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CELLS OF X 
As before let X be the variety of complete quadrics and let W = S, + , be 
the Weyl group of SL(n + 1). 
We are going to find a way of indexing the cells in X, i.e., by 
Theorem 1.4, the set XT of fix-points under the action of the maximal torus 
T of diagonal matrices. 
We start by determining the set of orbits in X which intersect X’. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 8 be an orbit in X and let IC A be the set qf simple 
roots corresponding to 8. Set J = A - I = { yi, . y,, )-. 
Then Cfl contains a T-fix-point lj” and on1.v lf 
Proof If we associate to i a parabolic subgroup P, we have seen that 
we get a libration 
whose fibers are the varieties L/N,, L being the semisimple part of the Levi 
factor of P and N, the normalizer in L of the subgroup H, c L fixed by the 
involution ~7 induced by (T. 
It is now clear from this description of 6’ that Lo will contain an element 
p E XT iff N, contains a maximal torus of L. 
Now since we have that H, has finite index in N,, we also have that N, 
contains a maximal torus of L if and only if H, does. 
We have already noticed that L is a product of SL(m)‘s. We remark that 
J has the property (*) if and only if each SL(m) factor in L is an SL(2). 
Thus our statement will be an immediate consequence of the following: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G he semisimple and G = nf=, SL(n,), n, > 2, and let CJ 
he the involution o(A, ... A,,)= (‘A;’ . ..‘A.‘), where A, eSL(ni). Then H 
contains a ma?cimal torus in G if and only !f II, = 2. 
Proof: It is clear that we can suppose h = 1. In this case H = SO(n), but 
rank SO(n) = [;I and rank SL(n) = n - 1, so if SO(n) contains a maximal 
torus, it must be [;I = n - 1, which is true if and only if n = 2 or 1. 
Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to give an indexing for X7. 
Define S= {JcAlJ= (y;;..y,,>, (Y,~,Y,~)=O for h#k) and W,c Was 
the subgroup of W generated by the set of simple reflections is,,, ... So,,),; 
notice that W, z (Z/22)“. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. There exists a natural l-1 onto correspondence 
l/:x’+ w w/w,. 
JtS 
Proof We define $ as follows. Let p E X7 and let 0 be the orbit of X 
containing p. Moreover let I be the set of roots corresponding to 0, 
J= A -I, P the parabolic subgroup associated to I. 
We have seen that JE S. Furthermore the theory of Bruhat cells tells us 
that the set of T-fix-points in G/P can be identified with W/W,. Now con- 
sider the G-equivariant Iibration n: 0 -+ G/P. Clearly rr( p) E (G/P) ‘. Iden- 
tifying (G/P)“ with W/W,, we can set +(p)=z(p). 
Now fix JES, J={~,;..Y,~} and as usual set Z=A-Jand let 0 be the 
corresponding orbit in X, P c G be the corresponding parabolic subgroup, 
and rr: I? + G/P be the fibration. 
In order to see that $ is onto, recall that N(T) acts transitively on 
( G/P)7 and, on the other hand, that for any p E Cf’ n X’, N(T) p E 0 n XT. 
Now, in order to check that $ is l-1, fix .YE (G/P)7- and identify Ic/ -l(x) 
with (SL(2)/N)“, N being the normalizer of the maximal torus 
SO(2) 6 SL(2). The injectivity of $ will follow if we prove that the torus 
(SO(2))‘ has a unique fixed point in (SL(2)/N)“. For this we can assume 
s= 1 and this case is clear. 
From Lemma 2.2 and Theorem I.4 it follows that X is covered by 
x, 1 W/W,1 cells. Q.E.D. 
Let p E XT and C, be the corresponding cell. We can still use the theory 
of Bialynicki-Birula to compute dim C,,. 
The way in which this can be done is the following. 
One must totally order the character group x(T) of T, then act with Ton 
the tangent space ~9 in p and consider the decomposition 
where ,Yz is the subspace generated by the vectors with positive character, 
.q, the subspace generated by vectors with negative character. 
Then dim C,, = dim f,, [4]. 
In order to give a total ordering to x(T), it is enough to order the basis 
A= (;~~-..y,>), ‘r’, >‘r’*> ... >y,,. 
One has that on a vector of x(T), C hiy, > 0, if the first h, # 0 is > 0. 
Since the root system is of type d,, we can of course think of A as a sub- 
set of R” + ’ consisting of the vectors 
11; = e, - ei + , , i= 1 ...n 
where [e, ,..., o,, + , 1 is the standard basis of R”+ ‘. 
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Thus if we write a vector 
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i h,y,=h,e,+ f (lz;-hi_‘)e,-h,en 
,=I ,=7 
such a vector is positive if and only if its first non-vanishing coordinate is 
positive. 
Moreover, in this case W= S,,+ , , the symmetric group on rr+ 1 
elements, and the action of W on KY+’ IS the usual permutation-action 
w(e,) = e,, I,,). 
Now let us look at the action of T on YP. We notice that the set of the 
p E XT such that t&p) = W/W, is naturally a homogeneous space with 
respect to W. Let p, q be two such elements, p = wq, ~1 E W (in X we have 
p = nq with II E N(T) and II E M’ mod T). 
Call x(T), and x(T), the two sets of weights with their multiplicities in 
,Y> and .Y:, 
As W acts on x(T), we can use the following obvious 
Rerrzurk 2.4. x(T),, = w( x( T)),. 
So in order to known the structure of weights in all the tangent spaces to 
points p such that Ii/(p) E W/W,, we can compute it for one of these points 
and then use the W-action. 
Now W/W, is naturally a ranked poset with length function I and if, 
given ~1 E W/W,, C,. G G/P denotes the corresponding Bruhat cell, we have 
10~) = dim C,,.. Also W/W, can be identified as a ranked poset with the 
subposet of W, W%J = (IV\ ws;, > w wt E J). 
From now on we shall use this identification freely. 
We are now ready to proceed in our computations. 
Let p E X7 and suppose tj( p) E W/W, goes to the identity element. Let us 
examine the tangent space in p, .YP. As in [4], we can decompose ~FP in 
T-stable subspaces 
where .Y;,~ is isomorphic to the tangent space of n(p) in G/P, 9&, is 
isomorphic to the tangent space of p in 71 ‘(z(p)), and YQ is the normal 
space of 6, in X at the point p. As before p E 6 and 7~: 6’ => G/P. 
As rc( p) = pld,J, we get an isomorphism of T-modules 
where U is the Lie algebra of the unipotent radical of P , the opposite 
parabolic to P. 
So the set of weights we get is the set of negative roots which are not 
linear combinations of simple roots in J. 
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For Y& we get that it can be identified as a T-module with the space 
c s,o c g.;. 
In fact, setting G, equal to the standard Z(2) subgroup relative to yi 
and N,,, to the normalizer of its standard maximal torus, we can identify 
Y?,/, with the tangent space in n;=, N,, to n G;,,/n N,,. Hence ~9,~ is iden- 
tified in a T-equivariant way with @ Lie G,/Lie T. 
Finally, we have to discuss the weight structure of &. This will be done 
in the next 
PROPOSITION~.~. Let Jdd, J= (y ,,,..., y,,) <A, (y,,, yJ=O tfylh, yu EJ. 
Let xJ = s,,, . . si,,, he the longest element in W,. The characters of T which 
appear In JCs7.p are 
HY+-~J(Y)lY~A-J} (*) 
each appearing with multiplicity one. 
Proof: We have already remarked that 8 is the transversal intersection 
of the closure of the codimension 1 orbits containing it, so its normal 
bundle is just the sum of restrictions of the normal line bundles to such 
codimension 1 orbit closures. So one has to compute the T-weight in p for 
such line bundles. We know that the codimension 1 orbits whose closure 
contains 8 are indexed by A -J, and that if CIE A -J and S denotes the 
corresponding orbit closure, O(S)1 G,B is the line bundle corresponding to 
2a under the identification of Pic(G/B) with the weight lattice A. 
From this everything follows when 1.I = 0, i.e., in the case of the closed 
orbit G/B. 
Suppose now (JJ = K > 0. Fix c1 E A -J and let as above N = Co(S)/ c be 
the corresponding line bundle. 
In order to compute the T-weight of N at p we need some preliminary 
facts. Take in ,4 the two sublattices A, spanned by the fundamental weights 
relative to the simple roots in A - .I and r, spanned by J= {y, . . . y,}. Then 
we get an orthogonal direct sum decomposition of Q-vector spaces 
A @ Q % (A,@ Q) 0 (f,O Q) relative to the usual W-invariant scalar 
product ( , ). Thus given XEA, we can write x=x, +x2, x1 EA~@Q, 
x2 Er.lOQ, (Xl, x2)=0. 
Notice now that p is fixed not only by T, but also by the larger group M 
which is the inverse image of W, under the quotient homomorphism 
q: N(T)+ W. 
In particular, if we let x”” be the T-weight of N at p, we get that x”‘) = 0. 
Now consider the fibration 
E: a+GGIP 
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and let F= 7c ~ ‘(E(p)). The subgroup TJ = nytJ ker y acts trivially on F, 
thus for any T-fix-point qE F we get that xCq’ is independent from q and 
hence equal to 1 (P) by the above remark. If we now take for q the T-fix- 
point in G/B corresponding to the identity element in W, we have 
x (Jf’= -2x. 
Thus since (y,, y,) = 2 c?,~, I’,, y, E J, 
x ‘p’= -2a- c (LY, y) y= -(a+.u,(cc)). Q.E.D. 
;’ E J 
We are now ready to give a direct way to compute the dimension of YT 
for each p E X7. 
Assume $(p) E W/W,; then, since 
we get, by remark 2.4, and by the above description in the case r/~(p) = id, 
that 
dim r:P = I(w), dim(Y&) = IJI. 
The computation of dim ,Y&, is more delicate. 
For this let us recall that, given y E d, if we let si’ be the simple reflection 
corresponding to ‘/, we have 
It’s,. ( II’ 0 w( - y ) )O VlwE w. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let p be as above. Then 
1 (feither y, , $ J and M’S;,, < VI’ or y, , E J 
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we have by Remark 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 that 
Thus our statement will follow once we show that 
m,,,(w) = r,,(w). (**I 
We have to consider various cases: 
(a) y,~A-Jand Y,-~,Y,+~ $J. 
Then - (yi+ .X,,(J),)) = -2y, and we already recalled that - w(2y,) > 0 
and only if xs~~ < M’. 
(b) y,Ed-Jandy, 1 $Jwhiley,+, EJ. 
In this case 
if 
Now, since ~1 E W/W,, we have MY~,+, > IV, so - LV(Y, + ,) < 0, thus a 
necessary condition for 
is that -n(2yj) > 0, i.e., n’s.,, < M’. 
We want to show that this condition is also sufficient. 
For this write 
-Q-~,+I = -2e,+e,+, +e,+2 
since L~‘s;,~ < II’, we have 1~ ‘(i + 1) < ~1~ ‘(i), so 
w(-2e,+e,+1+e,+2)= -2e,,. l,,,+e,,. ~,,+,,+e,,, ‘(i+2)>O. 
Thus if yi , 4 J, we have obtained that m;.,(ir) = 1 if and only if u’s,., < M’, 
i.e., r,;(w) = 1. 
Assume now 7, E A -J and 7, , E J. 




we see that a necessary condition for 
-MY, + .V,(Y,)) > 0 
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is that 
M’-‘(i+ l)<,V ‘(i- 1) 
i.e., 
\1’s. ;, ) ~, s;, < M’. s 
On the other hand, since M’E W/W,, we always have that 
c’(i- 1)< w-‘(i) 
hence, if u’s. s s < tv, we get ;, Yi I i’, 
U’ ‘(i+ l)<IC ‘(i- I)<V’(i) 
SO 
Our final case is 
(d) Y~EA-J, while I’,. ,,y,+, EJ. 
We have in this case 
-(y;+-U,(Y,))= -Y,-1-2Y;-Y,., 
Notice that if M’E W/W,, we have u’-‘(i+ l)<w -‘(i+2) and 
It’ ’ (i - 1 ) < bt’ ‘(i), thus a necessary and sufficient condition for 
-w(y,+.u,,(y,))>O is HI ‘(i+ l)<C’(i- l), i.e. M~,.,~,s,,s,., ,<M’. 
Thus if yi , E J, we get that nz,.,( ua) = 1, ik K’S;., , s;., .Y~,~, < $41, i.e., 
rJw) = 1. 
This concludes the proof of our proposition. Summing up. we have 
THEOREM 2.7. 
&ere JC A run.s over all subsets {y,,,..., y;,} L A with (yzh, yJ=O 
Vy,,,, ?,I E J; I denotes the length function and r is the ,function defined in 
Proposition 2.6. 
EXAMPLE. n = 2, i.e., we deal with complete tonics. A = (7,) yz >. 
For J= a, we get six cells of dimensions 0, 2, 2, 3, 3, 5; 
For J = (y , >, we get three cells of dimensions 4, 3, 1; 
For J = { y2 ), we get three cells of dimensions 4, 2, 1. 
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